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York Evening Sun, July I5,'.

'CHANGE GERM HUNT
TELEPHONE CLERKS ARE BEING EXAMED FOR TUBERCULOSIS

At the close of the stock market to-do physicians of the Board of
Health resumed their examination of the tephone clerks and employees
of the Stock Exchange to ascertain whier any of them possessed
traces of tuberculosis or other pulmonary Cseases.
There are 300 telephone clerks emplogd by various stock firms and
ten by the Exchange. They all have to usthe phones during the dayls
business. As a precaution, the present eamination has been ordered
by the board of directors. The examinatn will continue every afternoon until the entire force has been exami~d.
Some time ago the directors gave dlers to have all telephone
transmitters covered with antiseptic gaui Since then, one case of
tuberculosis was brought to the attentio of the directors and they
thought the present examination advisable The first began yesterday
and the physicians found only one who hatraces of the disease.
Secretary Fly of the Exchange says iat any person found to be
suffering from tuberculosis will be sent to sanatorium at the expense
of the Exchange.

There are glass mouth-pieces on the irket
which can be bought for less moneyhan
MAXIM, but glass'alone does not mal an
antiseptic mouth-piece. Glass being tranarent will naturally be kept clean for olous
reasons.
MAXIM is the only real antiseptic nithpiece because it contains a medicated aiiter
which not only kills any germs reaching Ibut
prevents these germs from getting intthe
diaphragm of the telephone which is the leding place of disease.
This is one of the many advantages MAIM
has over all telephone mouth-pieces.
MAXIM is an attractive addition ttny
telephone instrument either in home, oft or
Public Station.
.It is made of the very best mrial
throughout, and no expense has been spat to
make MAXIM the very best telephone nthpiece ever invented.

MAXI

The above cut shows the complete
mouthpiece, ready to screw on the
telephone instrument.

The above cuts show the mouthpiece separated, ready to insert a
new fitter.

Unscrew the black mouthpiece from your instrument and
screw on the MAXIM ANTISEPTIC
in place of it.

PRICE,

This pictW illustrates the danger of using telephones
(public or private) that are not equipped with
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